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ABSTRACT 
Zoroaster the prophet is the only name in the ground of ancient religion and thought which 
is remained among IndoEuropean peoples . This religious name that is brought by Zoroaster 
and what is emerged later around his religious teaching and whatever which is added to it 
has a major role in the social life of Zoroasterian . About the life of this prophet legend and 
history are intertwined and Zoroaster ̛s faith namely main and pure teaching and message 
of prophet is included in the frame of former rituals and beliefs before him . These beliefs 
and opinions and ancient rituals are both altered under the influence of Zoroaster ̛s devine 
message and they have remained in its modern shape among Zoroastrian. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Zoroastrism is the most ardous living creed for study beacause of its antiquity and ups and downs which is 

going throught and because of the reduction of its scriptures through that ups and downs .this faith which is 

raised over 3500 years ago in the culture that belongs to the Bronze Age and in the Asian steppes. It was the 

state religion of three powerful Persian king which have emerged one after another . the transcendental noble 

teachings of this creed have been effective in Judaism and Christianity and Islam . this faith has dominated over 

the most part os the Middle and Far East . 

 

Zoroaster: 

 His name dictation in English is "Zoroaster" which is originated from his Greek name dictation . " aster " or 

" star " whithin this word maybe because of this reason that this prophet is ascribed with the origin of 

Astronomy later . 

 His Avestan name " Zarathshtra' that means " one who can run camles ' . another probable root is " the 

owner of yellow camle " . 

 In Gathaha , Zoroaster nominated himself " Zaotar " that means a clergyman who is perfectly eligible and 

also he called himself " Mantharan" namely one who can verse " Mantharah" ( Sanskrit ) or inspirational words 

and he himself belongs to Zoroasterian . among the originator of official religion he is the only one who is both 

priest and prophet. (Mary Bois –1991)  

 

Zoroaster place and time: 

 Estimation of Zoroaster lifetime is very difficult . Zoroaster era is estimated between sixth and seventh 

century B.C and now approximately all have accepted this date ( Keleman Howar -2010) 

 Zoroaster advent is mentioned in the year of258 before Alexander ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 The purpose of saying before Alexander is the date of Alexander invasion in the year of 330 B.C or 

Seleucid era in the year of 312 B.C and the purpose of saying Zoroaster advent is his birth or facing him with 

Mazda ( Yama Uchi-2010) 
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 There is also disagreement about the emersion place of Zoroaster . in Avesta , the place of Zoroaster is " 

Iranvij " in Persian . it is said Zoroaster hometown is in the regionsof central Asia especially great "Kharazm 

"towards to the regions between " Kush " and " Hirmand " to " Arachosia " (Katayoon Mazdapour – 1992)  

Zoroaster family: 

 Persian narrative says that his father name was " Pourshasb" and his mother name was " Daghdu " ( 

Keleman Howar -2010) 

 In Avestan narrative Pourshasb ( with gray horses ) and " Daghdu " ( one who gave milk to cows ) and 

Zoroaster was born in " Sapitamah " . ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 There are the name of some other members of his family such as " Midyamah" Zoroaster cousin and his 

youngest daughter " Pourochista " ( Katayoon Mazdapour – 1992)  

 According to varios narratives Zoroaster married three times . the first wife had three daughters and a son , 

the second wife had two sons and the third wife had no child ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 

Zoroaster death: 

 Zoroaster was killed at the age 77 by Turanian invaders ( White Huns ) ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

  

Zoroaster teachings and beliefs: 

 Zoroaster teaching is based on the existence of two origins . Light and Dark – Good and Evil – these two 

origins are in conflict with each other and alternatively one outfights against the other . Goods are the creations 

of Urmazd – Good soul –Ahuramazda . Evil soul , (Angreminoo ) and Demon creates all Evils for destroying his 

foes ( Keleman Howar -2010) 

 Zoroaster preached obeying of Ahuramazda ( wise God ) . he preached moral dualism . the teaching 

according to it every human must pick out between truth and lie ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 Zoroastrian faiyh is never double worshiped . thera is a decisive differentiation between Good and Evil and 

this differentiation has a moral meaning and authority . the criterion of this differentiation is the wisdom of 

crowds and supporting of good and happy life . manifestation of this rule appears in good opinion , good speech 

and good deeds ( Katayoon Mazdapour – 1992) 

 The existing problem in the way of consolidated commentary is the question about the origin of Evil and 

especially Evil soul . based on consolidated commentary , ahuramazda created both " Sepantaminoo" ( holy 

spirit ) and "Angreminoo" ( evil spirit ) ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 Zoroasrrism has been the official religion of the Sassanian . (Turaj Daryayi- 2003) 

 

Duality: 

 Many rearchers believe that Zoroaster has taught duality , not monotheism . duality with two spirits has 

been created . immortal good spirit ( God ) and evil spirit that are n ̛  t antonym and they are n ̛ t in the same 

value . in duality point of view God is Summon Bonum . every Evil appears from Evil spirit . duality is in the 

state of Manug ( immortal and idealistic state ) and Gatig ( mortal and earthy state ) . it is believed that mortal 

world is good and Evil has no mortal form ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 

Amshaspandes: 

 Ahuramazda is surrounded by community of six venerable Angles and he governs them . these six Angles 

are " Amshaspandes " ( sacred eternal ) that Ahuramazda is the first of them and if we count Ahuramazda their 

number reach to seven . 

1. Vahumanah( bahman ) good spirit ,guardian of helpful livestock  

2. Ashahvahisht (Ordibehesht ) the best truth , guardian of fire  

3. Chashtruiyeh ( Shahrivar ) the king who must be selected , the guardian of Metals 

4. Sepandarmaz ( Esfand ) holy piety , guardian of Earth. 

5. Hurtat ( Khordad ) health , guardian of Water . 

6. Amartat( Mordad ) undying – immortality , guardian of plants . 

 

Deities: 

 Deities are devided into two categories : Heaven and Earth . Ahuramazda is on top of Heaven deities and 

Zoroaster is on top of Earth deities . 

 Deities are the guardian of the sun – the moon – the sky – stars – water – earth- air – fire and they are the 

symbol of abstract ideas such as victory – truth – peace and power . 

 

Farvashies: 

 After deities there are some abstract creatures that called " Farvashies " . thet are the guardian Angles and 

each has one decree . Farvashies are in the Heaven world before every creature came into existence . they are 

created to guard the creatures and after dying that creature they return to the Heaven world again . they helr 
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Ahuramazda against Demon in thefight with Evil .Against Ahuramazda Army is Demon Army ( Angreminoo ) 

that are called Daemon , Demon is on top of Daemon who is the symbol of guilt – error and gloom . 

The number of Daemon is six like Indra – Sarvah – Natisiya 

 Besides Daemoms , there are some harmful creatures that are composed from Doruj Daemon . " Doruj " 

means " lie " . it is substantiation of Daemon . among Dorujs , there is a female Daemon that called " Nastoo " 

and she does the filthiest act – she corrupts the corpse . she appears in the shape of a Fly . the corpse was given 

to adog in order to make the Fly get out of the corpse . Rejection of Nastoo Daemon from living body has a 

ceremony which is called Bershnum ( nine night ablution ) and it is done with particular customs and 

instruments ( Keleman Howar -2010) 

 

Zoroastrian beliefs about the world: 

 Ahuramazda creates the world during two stages . first , he emerged all the things in an immortal state . ( 

Manook ) namely spiritual and nonmaterial . then he granted universe essence ( Gatig ) to it ( material state ) . 

 With accomplishing these two stages , the act of creation took place and in Pahlavi is being called 

Bandhoshn ( Mary Bois –1991) 

 In Zoroastrian opinion the age of universe is twelve thousands years and it is devided into three thousands 

years periods . 

1. Spiritual creation 

2. Material creation 

3. The fight between good and evil among human race  

4. From the Zoroaster 

 The world was created in six stages ; 

1. Heaven for quading Demon  

2. Water for removal of thirst Demon 

3. Soil for plant growth 

4. Plant for useful livestock 

5. Animals for human 

6. Human for fighting with Demon 

 

Immortality of the soul: 

 Zorozstrian believes in the immortality of the soul . the soul stays with corpse three days and then a wind 

takes it towards Chivant bridge ( hnsulator bridge ) . three judge peruse the soul deeds and their name is Dietiez 

Mithra , Rashn – Sorush . for good souls the bridge becomes wide and for evil souls the bridge becomes narrow 

and the soul slumps and enters to the house of pain and gloom . 

 There is a mediocrity between Hell and Heaven that is called " Hamstakan" or " Hamshtakan " . Sushiyant 

announces the Doomsday . savior is n ̛ t the redeemer of sin but it means one who brings the good . then a flood 

of molten metal encompasses the earth ( Yama Uchi-2010)  

 

Sodreh and Kosti creed: 

 Zoroastrian at the age of fifteen enter the faith and when they believe , put on a white shirt which is called 

Sodreh and a small pocket is sewed into its collar . the existence of this pocket reminisce faithful Zoroastrian 

and it must be full continuously with the reward of good opinion – speech and deed . individual troops a store 

for oneself in the Heaven . 

 Kosti : a belt like a string ( either man or woman ) twisting it thrice around the waist and tie it at the front 

and back . and at praytime wear it . 

 

Prayer: 

 Zoroastrians pray five times daily . at sunrise – lunchtime – mimmay – afternoon – evening – midnight . 

 They pray in front of the fire or the sun . they wear Kosti while saying their prayers and take it off at the 

end . 

 The mouth must be covered so that their breath does not befoul sacred fire . Zoroastrian not only prayer 

upon Ahuramazda but also damn the Demon . their prayer is not spontaneous and it is said from the sacred 

writings ( Yama Uchi-2010) According to Mary Bois ancient Persians before Zoroaster said prayers three times 

daily namely at dawn – noon and eve . apparently Zoroaster added two parts and his followers are obliged to say 

prayers five times daily . 

 Those two parts were: 1- Rapithvah from noon until afternoon 2- the other section was the opposite of noon 

and began from midnight . zoroaster devided the night into two parts . he gave the first part to Farvashies and he 

called the second part " Ushah " and it was from midnight until dawn .  

 Five prayers was obligatory for every Zoroastrian and belong to essencial worship before God and they 

were like a weapon to deal with evil( Mary Bois –1991) 
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Fire: 

 Ahuramazda was the symbol os light and truth . all ceremony were held with the presence of fire . 

Zoroastrian went to Alter three times daily and they conceived thr fire great . with this imagination they gain 

more share of piety and health . fire is originated from Ashah ( justice – piety – truth ). 

 Atheron were the guardian of fire . they kept the fire lit with wood and sandal and singing Avesta hymns. 

And they were covered with a cloth in order not to befoul the fire . (Payasti dahanesh ) is the name of fire 

guardian and he is a priest and it means one who understands greatly .  

 The priest teaching beging from seven years old and they must have been married. 

 

Marriage: 

 In Zoroastrian point of view , marriage was considered a sacred duty . marriage with incest was allowed by 

close relativesand actually it was a very valuable and virtuous act and even it e and the name of this marriage 

was "Chatudaeh " . and actually it was a very valuable and virtuous act and even it was considered an act against 

evil power . 

 

Hanumeh: 

 The most important daily ritual was squeezing sacred Hanumeh plant . today Persian has replaced Efedera 

plant instead of Hanumah .  

 This plant has been a material that squeezed or treshed it . its color has been green or yellow .  

 

Yasna ceremony: 

 The most important Zoroastrian rituels of Yasna ceremony is ( sanctification or devotion ) and that is a 

show of the first sacrifice which emerged plants and the advent of Sushiyant ( savior ) anticipated Zoroaster . 

 This ceremony bring Yasatea ( Deities ) happening and Satan annoyance and was held during special 

ceremony and in a special room ( Yama Uchi-2010) The sacrifice of animals  

 The sacrifice of animals have been during Achamenid period . Zoroaster has not dispraised the sacrificing 

itself but has dispraised some abuse of domom lover ( Yama Uchi-2010) 

 In the incomplete world Demon makes corruption . Zoroastrian must sacrifice but they must restricted the 

wrong way of animals slaughter ( Mary Bois –1991) 

 

Duties: 

 Zoroastrian are obliged to kill harmful animals like ant and snake . they arw obliged to the observance of 

Humat ( good opinion ) Huchat ( good speech ) and Huvrasht ( good deed ) . there are other duties : agriculture , 

industry , marriage . 

 Zorostrian stubbornly are disagree with austerity and singleness and feticide . 

 The most important task are related to religious customs. Every child must go through duty ceremony . it 

was held at the age of twelve to fourteen while they are wearing Sodreh and Kosti dress . 

 

Purity and impurity: 

 In Zoroastrian point of view whatever egresses from body is impure like spittle . and that is the reason why 

Zoroastrian priest cover their mouth . human can not decant in the water bone – hair – meat – urine and blood . 

because they befoul the water .  

 Retail nails and hair are considered impure and they mest be burnt during special ceremony . 

 Harmful creatures are devilish . beetle , tarantula and bee are impure and death is the greatest impurity . 

 Impurities that have religious ban can be purified with the use of ( Gumaz) and bull or cow urine . 

purification of main impurity needs nine day ceremomy purification called Breshnum or ( nine night ablution ) ( 

Yama Uchi-2010) 

 

Conclusion: 

fundamental Zoroastrian beliefs: 

 Ahuramazda is the unique God – there are two origins of good and evil in the world – Doomsday will set up 

– Sushiyants ( saviors ) will come . 

 Original zoroastrian religion with the number of special and outstanding teaching has been able to grant its 

follower satisfactory and targeted life and arouse deep faith and devotion within them. 
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